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The Exclusionary System of Illegal Evidence has much theoretical and practical 
value, and it has more completed and developed system in the criminal proceedings, 
while the legislation practice and theoretical research in the area of civil litigation are 
fragmented.A set of complete theoretical system and the rule of law of the 
exclusionary rule has not been yet formed in Civil Procedure Law. To deal with large 
numbers of issues about whether to exclude civil “illegal evidence”,there are various 
practice and even contradictory legal practice made by the courts across all levels of 
the country. Illegal evidence exclusionary rules had been newly added to the judicial 
interpretation of Code of Civil Procedure, which is a leap in the aspect of civil 
litigation evidence system, but only relying on that provision of a few words to guide 
judicial practice seems to be a bit weak and abstract. In addition to the introduction 
and conclusion part, this thesis is divided into four chapters elaborating on these 
issues. 
Chapter I mainly introduces the theoretical basis for China’s civil illegal 
evidence exclusionary rules in Civil law, elaborates and defines illegal evidence in 
exclusionary rule, the proof ability of evidence , the concept and implicit and explicit 
value of the proof of evidence.Furthermore, based on the summary and analysis of 
domestic and foreign illegal evidence exclusionary rules, it brings up the developing 
modes for illegal evidence exclusionary rules of China. 
Chapter II starts on judicial practice, which introduces the identification of illegal 
verbal evidence,illegal physical evidence,illegal evidence obtained from networks in 
China’s Civil Procedure, by the methods of comparison and analysis on cases, 
questionnaire ,case data analysis and so on.And it shows the problems in China’s 
illegal evidence exclusionary rules,such as low frequency of application of rules, the 
concentration of modes and reasons in application, the disunity in judgments and 















Chapter III interprets Article 106 of the Judicial Interpretation of China’s Civil 
Procedure Law in three aspects, which is “serious violation of the legitimate rights 
and interests of others”, “ violation of the law prohibitions ”, “serious breach of public 
order and morals ”. 
Chapter IV has made some specific suggestions in perfecting the illegal evidence 
exclusionary rules of China.It elaborates that exclusionary rules shall regards the 
principle of balance of procedural justice and entity justice , interests of trade-offs, the 
combination of Statute doctrine and free discretion as theoretical guidance; it shall 
establish Pretrial Review System and opposition systems of illegal evidence exclusion 
and increase more applications of the reference cases and so on. 
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